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what do we loose?

+1.5 degrees Celsius +2 degrees Celsius +5 degrees Celsius
- Middle East (too hot)
- Island States (sink)
- MIAMI (sinks)

- coral reefs HEAT AGE
*up to 200ft surging seas: 
ORLANDO, NYC, LA, etc...
*food chain disruptions
*massive deforestation
*mass extinction
*tropical diseases
*>>1BN mass migration
*hotter than death valley
= too hot to breath

PARIS AGREEMENT Largely UNINHABITABLE EARTH
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Rafe
‘LOSING EARTH’
Is the story of a handful people including
clean air activist Rafe Pommerance who
learned about climate change in the late
1970s for the first time, and, together

with top scientist James Hansen, and Al
Gore they were able within a decade to
get climate change from the unknown
into Congressional Hearings in
Washington and onto the Frontpages of
National Newspapers. However, a
generally consented global climate treaty
failed at the summit in 1989 in the
Netherlands.
Followed by

Today, climate change is here

30 years of inaction



2) Extreme floods

3) Surging seas
SUNNY TIDES flooding MIAMI - the water will come MIAMI Risk ZONE

Heat means more evaporation
If more water goes up – more comes down! 7,000 Temperature Records 2018

Since 1979:
40% less ice at north pole 

hotter-more Energy for Hurricanes
Climate change is here - facts

Oceans absorb much of the heatSummer Temperatures Have Shifted
1) Getting  hotter

Extreme floods - daily news

melting street
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MIAMI RISK ZONE MAP – SURGING SEAS

1 ft 10 ft

https://forwardflorida.com/e
nvironment/fighting-sunny-
day-flooding-miami-beach/

Millennials <40 years old today may see MIAMI drowned by the Rising Seas

https://forwardflorida.com/environment/fighting-sunny-day-flooding-miami-beach/


‘WINNING EARTH’ is our response to
the NYTimes – ‘what HAS changed’ in
the last 30 years, and that is truly
remarkable: Wind and solar energy
are cheaper now! We have
economics at our back:
The key for Paris!
We have cheap! Renewables.

Zero Emission Think Tank

‘LOSING EARTH’ is about the decade
we almost stopped climate change,
followed by 30 years of inaction.

The New York Times

Rafe

THE SOLUTION

BE THE SOLUTION
100% Cheap! Renewables

http://www.zepface.it/index.php?option=com_djcatalog2&view=item&id=108:winning-earth-
what-has-changed-response-to-losing-earth-from-ny-times&cid=13:beyond-
paris&Itemid=489#.XBaCtvZFzRM
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...cheapest source of energy...
Wind & Solar

...cheapest source of energy...

median price per kWh: 
1.8ct Wind
2.1ct Wind+battery
2.95ct Solar
3.6ct Solar+battery



Personal statement – zero emissions is cheaper! Gozero!       100% cheap! renewables

Superinsulated & PV -> no furnace, no AC
cheaper!

EV moves me -> lease battery
cheaper!

Zero-footprint 
-> made with 100% 
cheap renewables

cheaper!
zero emission people

Gozero!



...cheapest source of energy...



‘WINNING EARTH’ – the solution: cheap renewables

We have a problem:            Climate Change is here

We have the solution:           100% CHEAP! Renewables

WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR?



The solution - 100% cheap! Renewables

enable 
Wind & Solar

ROAD to MARKET  
More power lines to bring cheap! Renewables to the cities

CHOICES: cheap! Renewables for all!*      

ROOFTOP SOLAR for all: net metering

*Congress could direct FERC to open up all whole sale power markets: 
Implement ‘power choices‘ at the whole sale market level, so all market 
participants like corporates can buy cheap renewables in all States.

100% cheap! Renewables (commit to)politics

OPEN ACCESS and GRID PRIORITY 
For renewables in the power grid
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The Paris Agreement

4 Pillars 
PARIS AGREEMENT

NDC nationally determ. contributions

5 YEAR reporting & increasing NDCs*

TRANSPARENCY*

GOAL: 1.5-2 degrees Celsius

net ZERO EMISSION WORLD 2050

*binding provisions,
reporting standards were agreed to at COP24 in Kattowice 2018,
first reporting due 2020

Each country has submitted it’s voluntary CO2 emission reductions 
target, i.e. the nationally determined contribution to Paris.



World Resource 
Institute

https://blog.ucsusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Two-Degrees-Hourglass.jpg

Time is running out, only 10 years left to act

-50% of the budget was spent 
1880-2011

-with current annual emissions:

~10 years  left to reach   1.5°C

~25 years  left to reach     2°C
https://www.wri.org/ipcc-infographics

-The Carbon Budget refers to the amount of carbon
emissions we can dump into the atmosphere to limit heat
trapping to 2 degrees, the Paris goal.

The Paris Agreement net ZERO EMISSION WORLD 2050

https://blog.ucsusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Two-Degrees-Hourglass.jpg
https://www.wri.org/ipcc-infographics


It is only the first of 2 steps to reverse it:  

First Step – meet +2 degrees, the Paris goal 

Second Step – reduce -2 degrees, back down 
to 0 degrees to avoid +60m (200ft) sea level 
rise over the next 2-3 hundred years 

‘WINNING EARTH’ – the solution: cheap renewables

Does Paris fix climate change?

A Century to fix climate change



60m sea level rise?    – the water will come                 

1,5 

Source: Prof. Quaschning

Bering Strait 
Crossing
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2 STEPS
The first step is to stabilize 
earth temperature at +2 
degrees – the Paris 
Agreement.
This is not enough:

The second step is to go 
-2 back down to 0 degrees,
to prevent a +60m rise 
in sea level over the 
coming 2-3 centuries

20,000 years ago: 
-3.5 degrees colder
sea level -120m lower
First people crossing Bering Strait

-3.5-3.5

+2

-120

+60
Temperature and Sea Level – the past 20,000 years
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The Film Industry takes on climate change

2019 – year of cheap! renewable energy

TELL THE STORY of WINNING EARTHTELL THE STORY of LOSING EARTH



Music takes on climate change
Alan Walker

Ruslana

2019 – year of renewable energy

This is not the world we had in mind
# different world



THANK YOU 
Alan Walker for 
#different world

Prior song clicks: 1 Billion!!!

Just one comment:
“We are stuck on answers we can’t find”

You missed the key point
“we are stuck on answers –

though cheap! renewables are here!”

Please: TALK ABOUT    100% cheap! Renewables.

We've been chasing our demons down an empty road

Been watching our castle turning into dust

Escaping our shadows just to end up here

Once more

And we both know

This is not the world we had in mind

But we got time

We are stuck on answers we can't find

But we got time

And even though we might have lost tonight

The skyline reminds us of a different time

This is not the world we had in mind

Take me back
Back to the mountainside
Under the Northern Lights
Chasing the stars
Take me back
Back to the mountainsid
When we were full of life
Back to the start
And we both know that

This is not the world we had in mind



The fashion industry takes on climate change

Just one comment:
“We need to take on climate change”

You missed the key point
“We have the solution: 100% cheap! Renewables”

Please, TALK ABOUT  100% cheap! Renewables.
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CITIES and COUNTIES

The Sierra Club is challenging our communities to commit to 100% renewable energy!
And many are accepting the challenge for cheap renewables and new jobs.

Already there:

Aspen, CO
Kodiak Isld, AK
Rock Port, MO
Greensburg, KS
Burlington, VT
Columbia, MD
Georgetown, TX

100% committed:

Atlanta, GA
St. Louis, MO
Denver, CO
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San Diego, CA
Menlo Park, CA
Portland, OR
Madison, WI
Minneapolis, MN
Floyd County, VA
Orange Co, NC
Orlando, FL
etc...

Cities Committed to 100% Cheap! Renewables
100+ cities have committed to 100%

this is already 50 million people

www.sierraclub.org/ready-for-
100/commitments
Search for “the great solar opportunity” on
“let’s face it, www.zepface.it”

http://www.sierraclub.org/ready-for-100/commitments
http://www.zepface.it/


www.RE100.org

The RE100 initiative illustrates a new trend: 100+ of the world‘s largest companies – from GOOGLE to IKEA, to NIKE, to
General Motors, and Walmart, have committed to be supplied by 100% renewable energy „to save on costs and carbon“
according to Forbes. And that‘s the key: cheap! renewables. For profit solution to climate change.

Corporates Committed to 100% Cheap! Renewables

Key for Paris

http://www.re100.org/
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NEXT ?

Every politician can sell this!



Get trained at CRP!
Send a person for a free training!

Get the latest trends & carbon law suites!
>> Atlanta March 14-16, 2019 <<

Proudly supporting:

We would like to thank you!
Please act!

Sponsor

‘Winning Earth’
Every politician can sell this!



Stanford
www.theSolutionsProject.org

references‘LOSING EARTH’
New York Times

Rafe

‘WINNING EARTH’
let’s face it, www.zepface.it

http://www.thesolutionsproject.org/
http://www.zepface.it/

